Thank you to our partner journal!

The top article selected by our judges will be sent to the Journal of Personalized Medicine for expedited review.

Additional journal partnerships to be announced shortly.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

Theme: Gene Editing & Personalized Medicine

Manuscripts and relevant artwork submissions are welcomed!

DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 24th, 2017

See next page for submission guidelines

Submission categories:

1. "-omics" technologies in personalized medicine: clinical applications
2. The role of genome editing in health care: future perspectives
3. Conducting responsible science: the safety and ethical implications of genome editing
**Author Guidelines**

Submissions should be scholarly opinion or review-style articles pertaining to one of the three annual submission themes. Articles may discuss and reflect on landmark publications in the field, provide insight into advancing research, practice/policy, or enlighten readers on areas of focus concerning our annual theme: **Gene Editing and Personalized Medicine**. Articles should be engaging, while keeping in mind the broad readership of *Health Science Inquiry*, including undergraduate, graduate, and medical students, post-doctoral fellows, and faculty from various health disciplines.

Articles must be 800 words or less with a maximum of 10 references and up to two figures/tables, where appropriate. Figures should be 300 DPI for medium sized illustrations (3-5 inch width). References should be formatted according to Vancouver Style.

Articles should be submitted in .doc or .docx form to hsi.submissions@gmail.com.

All submissions will undergo peer review and authors will have the opportunity to revise and respond to reviewers before a decision is made on an article's acceptance. When submitting a revised manuscript, authors will be required to provide a point-by-point response addressing reviewer's comments. Articles accepted for publication will be proofread and edited for clarity with assistance from the authors. Our layout professionals will also work with authors to finalize their articles for publication.

Any questions related to article content, formatting, time-lines, etc. should be directed to Rebecca Liu and John Paul Oliveria at hsi.submissions@gmail.com.